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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a vision for applying the Watson technology to health care and
describes the steps needed to adapt and improve performance in a new domain.
Speciﬁcally, it elaborates upon a vision for an evidence-based clinical decision support
system, based on the DeepQA technology, that affords exploration of a broad range of
hypotheses and their associated evidence, as well as uncovers missing information that
can be used in mixed-initiative dialog. It describes the research challenges, the adaptation
approach, and ﬁnally reports results on the ﬁrst steps we have taken toward this goal.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

In 2007, IBM Research took on the grand challenge of building a computer system that can perform well enough on
open-domain question answering to compete with champions at the game of Jeopardy! In 2011, the open-domain question
answering system dubbed Watson beat the two highest ranked players in a two-game Jeopardy! match. But, to what degree
can the QA technology underlying Watson, called DeepQA, which was tuned for answering Jeopardy! questions, succeed
in a dramatically different and extremely specialized domain such as medicine? This paper describes the steps needed to
adapt and improve performance in this domain. In addition, whereas Jeopardy! allows only “question in, single answer
out” with no explanation, we elaborate upon a vision for an evidence-based clinical decision support system, based on
the DeepQA technology, that affords exploration of a broad range of hypotheses and their associated evidence, as well as
uncovers missing information that can be used in mixed-initiative dialog.
1. DeepQA for Jeopardy!
Jeopardy! is a quiz show that pits three contestants against each other testing their ability to understand and answer
rich natural language questions very quickly. These questions often contain complex language, ambiguities, puns, and other
opaque references. For any given question, the contestants compete for the ﬁrst chance to answer via a handheld buzzer.
To be successful at Jeopardy!, players must retain enormous amounts of information, must have strong language skills,
must be able to understand precisely what is being asked, and must accurately determine the likelihood they know the
right answer. Conﬁdence in the answer is critical, because the ﬁrst player to buzz in gets the opportunity to answer the
question; however, if the player answers incorrectly, the player loses the dollar value associated with the clue. The challenges
in the Jeopardy! task are: (1) Questions come from a broad domain: Jeopardy! asks questions about hundreds of thousands
of things, using rich and varied natural language expressions. (2) Players must answer questions with high precision and with
accurate conﬁdence: On average, champion players must be able to correctly answer more than 85% of the questions they
buzz in for and they must be conﬁdent enough to buzz in for at least 70% percent of them. (3) Answering must be very fast:
Winning players must quickly determine an accurate conﬁdence in a correct answer and buzz in quickly enough to beat
their competitors consistently to the buzz.
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Fig. 1. DeepQA architecture.

Fig. 2. Dimensions of evidence deﬁned for Jeopardy!

Over a four year period, the team at IBM developed the Watson system that competed on Jeopardy! and the underlying DeepQA question answering technology [15]. Watson played many games of Jeopardy! against celebrated Jeopardy!
champions and, in games televised in February 2011, won against the greatest players of all time, Ken Jennings and Brad
Rutter.
But, DeepQA has application well beyond Jeopardy! Contrary to some popular misconceptions, DeepQA does not map the
question to a database of questions and simply look up the answer. DeepQA is a software architecture for analyzing natural
language content in both questions and knowledge sources. DeepQA discovers and evaluates potential answers and gathers
and scores evidence for those answers in both unstructured sources, such as natural language documents, and structured
sources, such as relational databases and knowledge bases. Fig. 1 presents a high-level view of DeepQA architecture [15].
DeepQA has a massively parallel, component-based pipeline architecture [16], which uses an extensible set of structured
and unstructured content sources as well as broad range of pluggable search and scoring components that allow integration
of many different analytic techniques. Machine-learning is used to learn the weights for combining scores from different
scorers. Each answer is linked to its supporting evidence.
DeepQA is informed by extensive research in question answering systems, e.g., [7,23,28]. These systems analyze an input
question and generate and evaluate candidate answers using a variety of techniques. DeepQA analyzes an input question to
determine precisely what it is asking for and generates many possible candidate answers through a broad search of large
volumes of content. For each of these candidate answers, a hypothesis is formed based on considering the candidate in the
context of the original question and topic. For each hypothesis, DeepQA spawns an independent thread that attempts to
prove it. DeepQA searches its content sources for evidence that supports or refutes each hypothesis. For each evidence–
hypothesis pair, DeepQA applies hundreds of algorithms that dissect and analyze the evidence along different dimensions of
evidence such as type classiﬁcation, time, geography, popularity, passage support, source reliability, and semantic relatedness. This analysis produces hundreds of features. These features are then combined based on their learned potential for
predicting the right answer. The ﬁnal result of this process is a ranked list of candidate answers, each with a conﬁdence
score indicating the degree to which the answer is believed correct, along with links back to the evidence. Fig. 2 shows the
dimensions of evidence for the Jeopardy! clue “Chile shares its longest land border with this country.”
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Each dimension combines the features produced by many algorithms. Each algorithm uses different resources and algorithmic techniques, each with different precision–recall tradeoffs. To form a consumable set of evidence dimensions,
features are grouped according to taxonomy of evidence types (e.g., location and popularity as shown in Fig. 2) we deﬁned.
The features are combined and weighed according to the trained machine-learning model in order to assess and display the
contribution of each evidence type in producing the ﬁnal conﬁdence score.
Fig. 2 illustrates a comparative evidence proﬁle highlighting some of the dimensions deﬁned for Watson. Evidence proﬁles were used by developers for debugging, and we imagine they will be useful for end users in many applications to
understand and explore evidence associated with a candidate answer.
2. DeepQA for differential diagnosis
DeepQA’s approach to Jeopardy! and the success of Watson suggest a powerful new architecture for reasoning over unstructured content. Traditional expert systems use forward reasoning that follows rules from data to conclusions or backward
reasoning that follows rules from conclusions to data. To build these systems hand-crafted IF–THEN rules for every bit of
domain knowledge are manually developed and maintained by skilled engineers or domain experts. An example of a rule
taken from the MYCIN system is: IF: The stain of the organism is grampos and the morphology of the organism is coccus
and the growth conformation of the organism is chains, THEN: There is suggestive evidence (.7) that the identity of the
organism is streptococcus.
As a result, expert systems are costly and diﬃcult to develop and maintain as new knowledge is discovered. Expert
systems are also brittle, because the underlying reasoning engine requires a perfect match between the input data and the
existing rule forms. Additionally, not all rule forms can be known in advance for all the forms that input data may take,
which further contributes to their brittleness. In contrast to traditional expert systems, DeepQA exploits natural language
processing (NLP) and a variety of search techniques to analyze unstructured information to generate likely candidate answers
in hypothesis generation (analogous to forward chaining). In evidence collection and scoring (analogous to backward chaining),
DeepQA also uses NLP and search over unstructured information to ﬁnd evidence for ranking and scoring answers based
on natural language content. DeepQA’s direct use of readily available knowledge in natural language content makes it more
ﬂexible, maintainable, and scalable as well as cost eﬃcient in considering vast amounts of information and staying current
with the latest content. What this approach lacks in hand-crafted precision using speciﬁc rules, it gains in breadth and
ﬂexibility.
In a clinical setting, for example, it can be used to develop a diagnostic support tool that uses the context of an input
case — a rich set of observations about a patient’s medical condition — and generates a ranked list of diagnoses (differential
diagnosis) with associated conﬁdences based on searching and analyzing evidence from large volumes of content. Physicians
and other care providers may evaluate these diagnoses along many different dimensions of evidence that DeepQA has
extracted from a patient’s electronic medical record (EMR) and other related content sources. For medicine, the dimensions
of evidence may include symptoms, ﬁndings, patient history, family history, demographics, current medications, and many others.
Each diagnosis in the differential diagnosis includes links back to the original evidence used by DeepQA to produce its
conﬁdence scores and supports the adoption of evidence-based medicine (EBM) “which aims to apply the best available
evidence gained from the scientiﬁc method to clinical decision making” [14].
When the answers provided by DeepQA are diagnoses of the underlying causes of problems, as in the case of medical
diagnosis, then the DeepQA architecture can be thought of as implementing a form of abductive reasoning [25]. As a simple
example of abduction, suppose that some piece of structured or unstructured knowledge in the system represents that
patients with disease D have symptom S. Then, if the input to the system is that the patient has symptom S, the system
will generate the hypothesis that the patient has disease D. The system will then look for evidence to support or refute this
hypothesis. For a more complex example of abduction, consider that the system has numerous pieces of knowledge about
diseases and their symptoms. Then, given the input that the patient has some set of symptoms, the system’s task is to ﬁnd
the best explanation of those symptoms in terms of one or more diseases. The DeepQA architecture does this by generating
hypotheses and then, in parallel, evaluating how much evidence supports each hypothesis. In effect, DeepQA is a massive
abduction machine.
The use of abduction for medical diagnosis has a long history in the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence. Pople proposed applying abduction to medical diagnosis and provided algorithms for computing explanations of data (like symptoms) in the
context of a collection of axioms (medical knowledge) [27]. Goebel, Furukawa, and Poole presented algorithms for generating
diagnoses given medical axioms of the form disease → symptom [19]. They further proposed the use of probabilistic logic
for preferring one diagnosis over another. They discuss the addition of a probability to disease → symptom axioms (sensitivity). Console, Portinale, and Dupré presented an extensive formalization of abductive diagnosis and provided a method for
improving the eﬃciency of solving abduction problems by precompiling knowledge [9].
Fig. 3 shows a proposed set of clinical dimensions of evidence for a patient from Connecticut with a chief complaint
of eye pain and inﬂammation, blurred vision, headache, fever, and circular rash. Each dimension of evidence — ﬁndings,
demographics, symptoms, and family history — aggregates individual pieces of evidence. A healthcare provider can observe
the contribution of each dimension of evidence, as well as drill down into a particular dimension to see the contributing
pieces of evidence and provenance information. Accessing this information would help reﬁne their thinking in an evidence-
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Fig. 3. Evidence dimensions found in differential diagnosis.

based manner. The ability to explore alternative hypothesis (diagnoses), along with the conﬁdence values and associated
supporting evidence is a key differentiating feature of DeepQA compared to previous systems.
This general view of DeepQA, as an architecture for building lower cost, more ﬂexible expert-system technology over
readily available knowledge, led us to consider applications beyond Jeopardy! and speciﬁcally to healthcare. A special edition
of the IBM Journal of Research and Development provides a detailed technical description of the Watson system and the
underlying DeepQA architecture [10]. In this paper, we motivate the application of DeepQA to healthcare, speciﬁcally in
clinical decision support. We discuss the ﬁrst steps we took to adapt DeepQA to the medical domain and how evidence
proﬁles provide a powerful foundation for communicating with healthcare providers.
In the following section, we motivate our work by discussing the problems clinicians face in diagnosis, and review past
and current clinical decision support systems along with their strengths and weaknesses. This discussion is followed by our
vision of how a system based on DeepQA can become a novel evidence-based decision support tool and, ﬁnally we report
results on the ﬁrst steps we have taken toward this goal.
3. Motivation
Improving diagnostic accuracy and speed can directly improve quality of care in patients as well as reduce the overall
cost incurred in this process by healthcare systems. Schiff [32] reported diagnostic errors far outnumbering other medical
errors by two to four times. Elstein [12] estimated a diagnostic error rate of about 15%, which is in line with ﬁndings in
a number of autopsy studies [21,33]. Singh and Graber [36] assert that “diagnostic errors are the single largest contributor
to ambulatory malpractice claims (40% in some studies) and cost approximately $300,000 per claim on average.” Results
published from these papers and others highlight the frequency and consequence of diagnostic error in healthcare systems
today and motivate the need for approaches that can reduce them.
A recent study by Graber [20] reviews literature related to the causes of diagnostic error and discusses results obtained
in a study of 100 “error cases.” They report that 65% of these cases had system-related causes and 75% had cognitiverelated causes. System errors were “most often related to policies and procedures, ineﬃcient processes, and diﬃculty with
teamwork and communication, especially communication of test results.”
Graber [20] reported that cognitive errors were primarily due to “faulty synthesis or ﬂawed processing of the available
information.” The predominant cause of cognitive error was premature closure, deﬁned as “the failure to continue considering
reasonable alternatives after an initial diagnosis was reached.” Graber additionally identiﬁed four more major contributors
to the cognitive errors: faulty context generation, misjudging the salience of a ﬁnding, faulty detection or perception, and
failed use of heuristics.
Graber [20] concluded that the cognitive errors “overwhelmingly reﬂect inappropriate cognitive processing and/or poor
skills in monitoring one’s own cognitive processes (metacognition)” and suggested (1) “compiling a complete differential
diagnosis to combat the tendency to premature closure,” (2) using the “crystal ball experience: The clinician would be
told to assume that his or her working diagnosis is incorrect, and asked, What alternatives should be considered?” and
(3) augmenting “a clinician’s inherent metacognitive skills by using expert systems.” Singh and Graber [36] also noted that
“clinicians continue to miss diagnostic information . . . one likely contributing factor is the overwhelming volume of alerts,
reminders, and other diagnostic information in the Electronic Health Record (EHR). Better techniques to summarize and
present data are needed to enable clinicians to ﬁnd the proverbial ‘needle in the haystack’ in the midst of voluminous data.”
To compound these problems, published medical information is growing and changing extremely quickly, making the
information diﬃcult for the healthcare professional to read, process, and remember. Many emergency medical or critical
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situations require very rapid assessment and correct and timely action. These challenges require mentally weighing many
variables and exploring alternatives rapidly, which contributes to the cognitive overload inherent in many aspects of this
practice.
Our vision for DeepQA is motivated by the problems and suggested solution outlined above. Our approach is to provide
a decision support tool that will help the physician overcome the cognitive challenges described above by providing (1)
the automatic extraction and presentation of relevant information from the EMR, (2) an extensive differential diagnosis
with associated conﬁdences and evidence proﬁles, and tooling to explore supporting evidence, and (3) a mixed initiative
dialog to suggest exploration of missing information and inform decisions based on evidence gathered from vast amounts
of structured and unstructured information such as medical texts, encyclopedias, journals, and guidelines. We review some
past and current medical diagnostic systems below as a backdrop for a discussion of system related issues and a comparison
with our approach.
4. Review of medical diagnostic systems
Diagnosis systems can be classiﬁed into systems that use structured knowledge, systems that use unstructured knowledge, and systems that use clinical decision formulas, rules, trees, or algorithms.
4.1. Diagnosis systems using structured knowledge
The earliest diagnosis systems used structured knowledge or classical, manually constructed knowledge bases. The
Internist-I system developed in the 1970s used disease-ﬁnding relations and disease-disease relations, with associated numbers such as sensitivity — the fraction of patients with a disease who have a ﬁnding [24]. The MYCIN system for diagnosing
infectious diseases, also developed in the 1970s, used structured knowledge in the form of production rules stating that, if
certain facts are true, then one can conclude certain other facts with a given certainty factor [4]. DXplain, developed starting
in the 1980s, used structured knowledge similar to that of Internist-I, but added a hierarchical lexicon of ﬁndings [2]. The
Iliad system developed in the 1990s added more sophisticated probabilistic reasoning. Each disease has an associated a
priori probability of the disease (in the population for which Iliad was designed) and list of ﬁndings along with the fraction
of patients with the disease who have the ﬁnding (sensitivity) and the fraction of patients without the disease who have
the ﬁnding (1 − speciﬁcity) [40].
4.2. Diagnosis systems using unstructured knowledge
In 2000, diagnosis systems using unstructured knowledge started to appear. These systems use some structuring of
knowledge as well. For example, entities such as ﬁndings and disorders may be tagged in documents to facilitate retrieval.
ISABEL uses Autonomy information retrieval software and a database of medical textbooks to retrieve appropriate diagnoses given input ﬁndings [31]. Autonomy Auminence uses the Autonomy technology to retrieve diagnoses given ﬁndings
and organizes the diagnoses by body system [1]. First CONSULT allows one to search a large collection of medical books,
journals, and guidelines by chief complaints and age group to arrive at possible diagnoses [17]. PEPID DDX is a diagnosis
generator based on PEPID’s independent clinical content [26].
4.3. Diagnosis systems using clinical rules
Clinical decision rules have been developed for a number of disorders, and computer systems have been developed
to help practitioners and patients apply these rules. The CaseWalker system uses a four-item questionnaire to diagnose
major depressive disorder [5]. The PKC Advisor provides guidance on 98 patient problems such as abdominal pain and
vomiting [29].
4.4. Strengths and limitations of current systems
The strengths of current diagnosis systems are that they can improve clinicians’ diagnostic hypotheses [18] and can help
clinicians avoid missing important diagnoses [30]. But, current diagnosis systems aren’t widely used [3] for the following
reasons: (1) They aren’t integrated into the day-to-day operations of health organizations [8,34]. A patient may be seen
by many different healthcare workers, and patient data may be scattered across many different computer systems in both
structured and unstructured form. (2) They are diﬃcult to interact with [3,34]. Entry of patient data is diﬃcult, the list of
diagnostic suggestions may be too long, and the reasoning behind diagnostic suggestions is not always transparent. (3) They
aren’t focused enough on next actions; they don’t help the clinician ﬁgure out what to do to help the patient [34]. They are
unable to ask the practitioner for missing information that would increase conﬁdence in a diagnosis. (4) They aren’t always
based on the latest, high-quality medical evidence and are diﬃcult to keep up-to-date [35].
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5. DeepQA in healthcare
Our goal with DeepQA is to address some of the weaknesses of prior approaches and to help healthcare professionals
overcome the cognitive challenges they face in differential diagnosis, treatment, and other aspects of patient care outlined
above.
A key differentiating characteristic of DeepQA is its strength in using search and NLP techniques to process knowledge
present in natural language content. These techniques can be used to extract relevant information from EMRs to provide
the context for solving individual cases. The same techniques used by DeepQA for Jeopardy! may be adapted to generate
diagnoses and treatment options and then collect evidence from huge volumes of information to support or refute those
diagnoses and treatments.
The ability to effectively process unstructured content found in medical resources and EMRs allows the practitioner to
work with the most current knowledge available and reduces the burden associated with reading and synthesizing vast
amounts of data stored in a patient record. It also helps ensure that the evidence provided in support of a set of possible
solutions is readable and consumable by human users because the content is typically created by other experts in natural
language rather than by knowledge engineers in formal rules.
We started to envision how DeepQA can be used in interaction with healthcare professionals. Physicians we have interviewed all stress the need for ease of use in medical decision support systems, especially those that are used during a
patient encounter. System input must be minimal and eﬃcient, and information provided must be unobtrusive and relevant.
Our goal is to minimize the input required, by automating the extraction of EMR information relevant to the current situation and providing information at a glance as new suggestions are obtained. Standing queries for diagnosis or treatment
will be running as a background process, further minimizing the input required. A history of the practitioner’s interaction
with the system on a particular case will provide a context for future interactions. This interaction will support systemgenerated suggestions as well as give practitioners the opportunity to ask directed natural language medical questions to
obtain additional information they seek and will help them overcome many of the cognitive challenges discussed above,
such as premature closure and faulty context generation.
Fig. 4 illustrates a design for a user interface for clinical decision support. The left side presents information (labeled
Factors) related to the patient’s chief complaint, which would be automatically extracted from an EMR. Each factor is shown
under its respective dimension of evidence, i.e., symptoms, ﬁndings, family history, and demographics. The top left side of
Fig. 4 shows the current differential diagnosis (only the top 3 of a long list are shown in this example) and associated
conﬁdence values for each candidate. A practitioner can select a particular candidate diagnosis — in this case Uveitis is
selected — and explore the contribution of each dimension of evidence. A particular dimension (e.g. Symptoms) is selected
revealing the contributing pieces of evidence as well as where they came from in the Sources tab area. The complete text is
accessible via links.
In addition, the Factors tab on the bottom right may be selected to explore factors that are present as well as absent from
the current case as illustrated in Fig. 5. The ability to explore alternative hypotheses (diagnoses), along with the conﬁdence
values and associated evidence is another key differentiating feature of DeepQA. This ability to gather evidence surrounding
a hypothesis can also be used to discover information that is missing from the current clinical context and can drive mixedinitiative dialog that help clinicians gather additional information and reﬁne their thinking in an evidence based manner.
We are beginning to explore this kind of information and interaction, and we believe it will be an essential feature of our
clinical decision support system.
6. Research challenges
Several challenges need to be addressed to apply DeepQA to clinical decision support. We divide them into the challenge
of embedding the DeepQA capability into a clinical decision support system and the challenge of adapting the internal
components of DeepQA to the medical domain.
The decision support system must be able to extract relevant clinical information from EMR systems. We expect that
certain portions of the clinical information such as admission notes, consults, clinical assessments, and discharge summaries
will continue to be best expressed and communicated in natural language. Our challenge is to apply natural language and
reasoning techniques to extract, relate, and structure this information along a timeline of medical encounters.
Questions in the medical domain bring along a broader context that is described in the patient’s medical history. Patient
history comprises (1) a description of the chief complaint, (2) a history of the present illness, (3) a review of the major
body systems, and (4) social and family history [13]. Using named entity and relation annotators, we need to extract key
clinical concepts that form the context for decision support. These include signs, symptoms, ﬁndings, active and past diseases, current medications, allergies, demographics, family history and many others. The concepts need to be broad enough
to capture the descriptive intent of the clinician. For example, rather than just extracting “heart murmur” as a ﬁnding,
we should also extract the related modiﬁers as well: “heart murmur is harsh, systolic, diamond-shaped and increases in
intensity with Valsalva.” Relations, for example, that indicate a speciﬁc family member had a particular disease, or that a
symptom is mentioned in negation, need to be accurately captured from the language parse results. Laboratory test results
need to be interpreted and evaluated for clinical signiﬁcance. The extraction of this information from the patient’s EMR
provides context necessary for hypothesis generation and evaluation performed by DeepQA.
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Fig. 4. Exploring differential diagnosis and evidence proﬁles.

Fig. 5. Factors related to Uveitis diagnosis.

Signiﬁcant challenges also exist in developing the manner in which the output of DeepQA is presented to the healthcare
professionals. A clinical decision support system must help a practitioner overcome cognitive errors discussed above by
explaining how a certain hypothesis was generated and what factors were considered in its evaluation. As described in our
approach, we must be able to decompose the conﬁdence in a hypothesis into its constituent dimensions of evidence and
compare them across multiple competing hypotheses so that practitioners can arrive at their own conclusions.
A useful capability to improve the quality of decision making is to identify the missing information about the patient
that detracts from the conﬁdence for a hypothesis, as a whole or along a speciﬁc dimension. This missing information offers
a set of questions back to the healthcare professional to explore and answer. Signiﬁcant opportunities for research remain
in evaluating the potential informativeness of such missing information from the large amounts of information that is not
recorded in a patient’s EMR. When comparing across competing hypotheses, the missing information can also be evaluated
and ranked according to its discriminitiveness among these hypotheses. This feedback could focus additional data gathering
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activities, such as diagnostic tests, to those that are more likely to conﬁrm or reject hypotheses, sharpening the differential
diagnosis in the process.
Signiﬁcant areas of research remain within the natural language processing capability of DeepQA itself. We are beginning
to address these challenges, starting from those within DeepQA’s hypothesis generation and veriﬁcation components. The
following section describes our efforts to date and their impact on medical question answering performance.
7. Medical domain adaptation
For our ﬁrst phase of adaptation, we obtained 5000 medical questions from the American College of Physicians (ACP).
They come from a Jeopardy!-like competition, called Doctor’s Dilemma, that medical interns, residents, and fellows participate
in once a year. This set includes questions about diseases, treatments, lab tests, and general facts. Some examples of these
questions and associated answers are:

• The syndrome characterized by joint pain, abdominal pain, palpable purpura, and a nephritic sediment. Answer: Henoch–
Schonlein purpura.

• Familial adenomatous polyposis is caused by mutations of this gene. Answer: APC gene.
• The syndrome characterized by narrowing of the extra-hepatic bile duct from mechanical compression by a gallstone impacted in
the cystic duct. Answer: Mirizzi’s syndrome.
We are currently focusing on evaluating performance on medical diagnosis questions from this set. Diagnosis questions
generally describe symptoms, ﬁndings, and other contextual medical information and require a diagnosis as an answer —
thus a good ﬁrst step towards differential diagnosis. Below, we report our progress in adaptation and the results of our ﬁrst
few experiments.
Applying DeepQA to any new domain requires adaptation in three areas:
1. Content adaptation involves organizing the domain content for hypothesis and evidence generation, modeling the context
in which questions will be generated.
2. Training adaptation involves adding data in the form of sample training questions and correct answers from the target
domain so that the system can learn appropriate weights for its components when estimating answer conﬁdence.
3. Functional adaptation involves adding new domain-speciﬁc question analysis, candidate generation, hypothesis scoring
and other components.
7.1. Content adaptation
Content for the medical domain ranges from textbooks, dictionaries, clinical guidelines, and research articles, to public
information on the web. There is often a tradeoff between reliability and recency of information available from these content
sources. By using training questions, the machine-learning models in DeepQA can learn what weight to attach to them.
Alternatively, the decision maker may choose to do so manually, adjusting the conﬁdence in a hypothesis based on its
sources.
The content adaptation process navigates through the chapter and section header hierarchy of textbooks and organizes
the information according to the objectives of the system. Given our focus on diagnostic support, we scan the header
hierarchy for disease names and keyword variants for their causes, symptoms, diagnostic tests, and treatments. The text
content in these sections is then converted into an XML format that information retrieval engines take as input for indexing.
The text is further analyzed for identiﬁcation of medical concepts and their semantic types according to the Uniﬁed Medical
Language System terminology [37]. This extra information provides for a structured query-based lookup to complement
text-based information-retrieval approaches.
We can supplement medical content from standard sources such as textbooks and published guidelines with knowledge
available from a variety of online sources. This process of corpus expansion was developed for DeepQA. This uses existing knowledge about a concept, such as a description of symptoms for a given disease, and searches the web for similar
passages. This query results in the generation of “pseudo-”documents that contain a broad range of passages that discuss
various aspects of the target concept.
We have so far incorporated a modest set of medical content sources focused on internal medicine. These are ACP
Medicine, Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy, PIER (a collection of guidelines and evidence summaries), and MKSAP
(a study guide from ACP). We complement these sources with online medical content.
The content is adapted for four purposes. Information about each disease found in these sources is extracted into
“pseudo-documents.” First, these are retrieved during document search and the corresponding disease is proposed as a
candidate answer. Second, in passage search the entire source content is searched to ﬁnd relevant passages that match the
question. The passages are returned for use by candidate answer generation. Third, during the evidence scoring phase, the
content is searched to see if there is textual support for a given candidate answer. Fourth, we have analyzed the content
to extract associations between diseases and their symptoms, ﬁndings, and tests. This structured knowledge base is used in
primary search when we encounter questions looking for a diagnosis.
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7.2. Training adaptation
DeepQA relies on machine-learning methods to determine how to weigh the contribution of the various search and scoring components in the question answering pipeline. They use a training set of questions with known correct answers. We
randomly selected 1322 Doctor’s Dilemma questions for training. Note that we included both diagnosis and non-diagnosis
questions in training, which showed better performance on our development set than training on the much smaller set of
diagnosis questions alone.
7.3. Functional adaptation
DeepQA deﬁnes a general set of processing steps needed in a hypothesis evidencing system as shown in Fig. 1. Conceptually, this pipeline includes analyzing and interpreting a question, searching, generating candidate hypotheses, retrieving
supporting evidence, and ﬁnally scoring and ranking answers. New analytic components can be easily integrated into each
of these steps to meet the requirements of a particular domain. Many of the existing components developed for the Watson
core system are domain-independent and therefore reusable. New domains, however, enable new domain-speciﬁc resources
such as taxonomies, collections of text for capturing knowledge, as well as domain-speciﬁc question formulations and reasoning axioms, all of which ﬁt naturally into speciﬁc functional areas of DeepQA. We refer to this process as functional
adaptation. In the following sections we outline some of the main functional areas of DeepQA where members from the
Watson research team have begun to perform functional adaptation for the medical domain.
7.4. Adapting to domain-speciﬁc taxonomies and reasoning
A valuable type of resource in the medical domain is medical ontologies such as UMLS [37], which contain taxonomies
MeSH and SNOMED. Medical taxonomies encode variant phrasings for the same concept (e.g. “age-related hearing loss” is
equivalent to “presbycusis”) as well as hyponymy relations (e.g. “pyoderma gangrenosum” is a type of “skin disease”). If the
system can accurately recognize concepts, these relations may be reasoned over to better evidence hypotheses. The ﬁrst task
discussed below is concept detection, in which the system must accurately map from text as expressed in questions and
evidence passages into the taxonomy using entity disambiguation techniques. Afterward, we discuss how, once detected,
reasoning techniques may be applied over concepts to better score candidate answers.
7.5. Concept detection
Named entity disambiguation: Accurate named entity detectors exist for the medical domain such as UMLS MetaMap
[38]. Although, as many expect, the precise terminology of medical language aids in disambiguation, it turns out there are
special challenges in segmentation and disambiguation. This is evident for acronyms (e.g., Liu et al. [22] found that 54% of
three letter acronyms were ambiguous considering expansions in UMLS alone) but also for terms like “hypertension” which
could be interpreted as “Hypertensive disease” but also as a ﬁnding, “Hypertensive adverse event,” in the UMLS taxonomy.
Furthermore, proper segmentation must be used to identify the appropriate level of speciﬁcity (e.g., “carcinoma,” “pancreatic
carcinoma,” or “non-resectable pancreatic carcinoma”).
Measurement recognition and interpretation: Lab ﬁndings and other numeric measurements are critical in the medical
domain. Use of these demands recognition capabilities incorporating context, for instance to identify that “22 y.o.” maps
to the concept, “Young Adult,” or that “320 mg/dL blood glucose” maps to “Hyperglycemia.” While in some cases this
information may be associated with health records in structured (coded) form, that is not always the case. Furthermore
the unstructured medical knowledge sources from textbooks used to generate and score answers are not structured and
represent this information only in text or tabular form. We have built a rule-based annotator that identiﬁes measurements
and test results as expressed in text. Based on existing guidelines, measurements are interpreted to be normal, high, or low,
and mapped using general tables to the corresponding UMLS concept.
Unary relations: Normal, high, and low values may also be expressed lexically (e.g. “elevated T4”) and we have trained
statistical classiﬁers [39] and built rule based detectors to identify cases of this. Additionally, we have collected a set of
mapping rules to map to speciﬁc concepts in UMLS when they exist (e.g. mapping from “blood pressure is elevated” to the
“Hypertension” concept). Negation may be considered a unary relation and we have adapted NegEx [6] to work with the
DeepQA parser to identify concepts which are negated.
7.6. Reasoning over concepts using taxonomic resources
Domain-speciﬁc taxonomic reasoning can be used to evidence correct hypothesis via: concept matching between question and evidence passages, type coercion of answers given the desired answer type, identifying speciﬁcity of answer, and
equivalent answer merging.
Concept term matching: The synonymy and hyponymy encoded in taxonomies may be directly used to enhance term
matching within DeepQA. Term matching is used by the DeepQA passage scorers, which attempt to justify hypotheses using
unstructured content. DeepQA uses an ensemble of passage scorers with different precision/recall tradeoffs, ranging from
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bag-of-words and subsequence matching to techniques that align predicate argument structures between supporting text
passage and question. Each passage scorer contributes a score for each hypothesis–passage pair. The passage scoring framework allows the easy integration of different term matchers, and so it was straightforward to incorporate UMLS taxonomy
matching.
Type coercion: DeepQA scores how easily a candidate answer may be “coerced” to the desired lexical answer type of
the question. Typing information is available in domain taxonomies [37] as well as extractions from domain text content.
Entity disambiguation is used to map candidate answers from text into the medical taxonomies. Lexical answer types (LATs)
expressed in the question (e.g. “skin condition,” “cause”) must also be mapped through predicate disambiguation to types
in the taxonomy. While “skin condition” maps directly to concepts in MeSH and SNOMED, LATs like “cause” may map to
multiple concepts via a set of predicate mapping rules we have collected. Once both the candidate answer and type have
been mapped to concepts in the taxonomy, specialized techniques can produce scores based on ancestry and other metrics
over the hyponymy tree to identify if the candidate answer is of the right type.
Answer speciﬁcity: Candidate answers may range in generality or speciﬁcity. A diagnosis to a high-level disease may not
be very useful to a practitioner whereas a diagnosis to a speciﬁc disease variant will have a lower probability of being
correct. Consider a diagnosis of “bicuspid aortic valve” versus “heart defect.” Although either may help lead the user to
a useful answer, the level of speciﬁcity desired may vary for presentation to specialists or general practitioners. DeepQA
includes support for identifying generic classes versus instances, and in medical adaptation we have further added scores
using the medical taxonomies to identify the level of speciﬁcity of a candidate.
Answer merging: DeepQA uses an ensemble of candidate answer generators that generate candidate answers from passages. These candidate answers may be variants referring to the same concept. By adding an answer merger that uses
taxonomies to identify variant forms, the system can merge the evidence for equivalent answers.
7.7. Adapting to domain-speciﬁc text collections
As discussed in Section 7.1, the medical domain offers large amounts of domain-speciﬁc text. In functional adaptation,
this text may be used to build new resources to be used by the system as well as to provide evaluation data for developers
to diagnose new reﬁnements necessary for the domain. We discuss two such resources we have constructed thus far, a
Symptom KB and an LSA resource, and how they are used in the system. Then we review some of the reﬁnements developed
to address particular challenges that arise in medical text.
7.8. Resources mined over medical text
Latent semantic analysis [11] is an unsupervised technique which we used to produce a latent semantic index over our
medical corpus. This index loosely captures “topics” as they occur in the corpus. Then, at answer scoring time, an LSA
similarity is computed between the terms in the clue and the terms associated with the candidate answer in the LSA index.
Structured symptom matching: While existing medical resources representing sensitivities and speciﬁcities can produce
a precise probability of a diagnosis given extracted symptoms, these can be diﬃcult to obtain in machine-readable form
and keep current and consistent. As a step in this direction, we built an unsupervised resource over our unstructured
medical content, where the association between symptoms and diseases was mined to produce a corpus-derived mutualinformation-based structured resource representing the informativeness of a symptom for a given condition. This resource
is used within DeepQA by looking up conditions associated with extracted symptoms and adding a score for that condition
based on the informativeness of the associated symptoms.
7.9. Reﬁnements to handle medical text
Multidimensional passage scoring: A medical question typically represents multiple factors describing correct hypotheses.
If a heart murmur is described as “harsh, systolic, diamond-shaped and increases in intensity with Valsalva,” each of these
modiﬁers (“harsh,” “systolic,” etc.) may be considered a separate factor and its relationship to the hypothesis could be
discovered in a different text passage. We added a rule-based component that segments a question into factors. Then the
suite of DeepQA passage scorers is run on passages for each factor, and scores are aggregated over factors via an ensemble
of rollup functions (e.g. max, average, etc.), where the functions are selected using feature selection.
Supporting passage discourse chunking: In supporting passage retrieval, the DeepQA system performs a passage search for
relevant passages containing a candidate answer by using terms from the question and the candidate answer. Then the
passages retrieved are scored for the candidate answer using passage scorers. The assumption is that the passage text
retrieved is associated with the candidate answer. However, in the medical domain, this assumption is frequently violated.
Frequently passages discuss the differentiation of similar presenting conditions, e.g. a passage retrieved for collagenous
colitis:
– Collagenous colitis and lymphocytic colitis are distinguished by the presence or absence of a thickened subepithelial collagen
layer. The cause of microscopic colitis syndrome is uncertain.
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Fig. 6. Precision on ACP Doctor’s Dilemma questions.

This passage mentions three distinct forms of colitis. While the association of symptoms with each condition can be understood from the syntactic structure, recall-based passage scorers such as bag-of-words similarity would associate the same
score with any of the three colitis mentions. An immediate improvement we implemented was to perform very simple
discourse chunking based on which sentences contain the candidate. This produces a discourse-focused supporting passage for scoring alongside the full passage.1 In the example above, this would avoid the confusion with microscopic colitis
syndrome. Of course there remains potential confusion with respect to lymphocytic colitis, which illustrates the need for
syntactic scorers and better interpretation of such structures.
By specializing to the forms of evidence available in the medical domain, the domain adaptations discussed above help
to realize the vision shown in Fig. 4, wherein evidence is analyzed along medically meaningful dimensions, and where
evidence passages relevant to those dimensions are used in support or refutation of hypotheses.
8. Experimental results
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the performance of subsequent stages of domain adaptation for the system evaluated on 188
unseen Doctor’s Dilemma diagnosis questions. Fig. 6 evaluates precision and conﬁdence estimation only in terms of the top
answer for each question. “Precision” measures the percentage of questions the system gets right for its top answer out
of those it chooses to answer. “Percent answered” is the percentage of questions the system is required to answer, which
it selects according to its highest estimated conﬁdence score on the top answer. The precision at 100% answered is the
“accuracy” of the system. Fig. 7 shows the “Recall@10” which is the percentage of questions for which the correct answer
appears in the top 10 ranked answers. We believe this metric to be a more useful target for consideration within decision
support settings (e.g., differential diagnosis), where a user may further and interactively evaluate top answers from the
system.
We display performance after each stage of domain adaptation. Core demonstrates the baseline performance of applying
the core DeepQA system, with general-purpose content and models trained on Jeopardy! questions, directly to the Doctor’s
Dilemma set. With an accuracy of 19% and Recall@10 of 49%, the core system shows a reasonable capability to apply to new
domains, especially considering that a wide range of specialized medical content published in textbooks, journals and many
other sources was not present. Core + Content shows the baseline system with medical content adaptation but Jeopardy!trained models, which results in a 7% increase in accuracy and a 5% improvement in Recall@10. The largest improvement
was obtained by training adaptation, using 1322 Doctor’s Dilemma questions for training in Core + Content + Train, which

1
We retained full passage scores alongside focused scores because frequently information spans multiple sentences via co-reference, and in some cases
larger contexts accommodate our imperfect co-reference detection and discourse chunking.
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Fig. 7. Recall@10 on ACP Doctor’s Dilemma questions.

shows an additional 16% jump in accuracy and a 20% improvement in Recall@10. Finally, Core + Content + Train + Function,
which includes functional adaptation, shows a 7% improvement in accuracy and a 3% improvement in Recall@10.
Although the largest improvement thus far was due to introducing domain-speciﬁc training, we have run experiments
that show that the training appears to be saturating and the system will not likely show large gains from the addition
of more training data. Instead future improvements will depend largely on functional adaptation which brings its own
challenges. Firstly, the general-purpose NLP components included in the core system perform at a respectable level, so that
the domain-speciﬁc adaptations must improve performance for those aspects that existing components do not currently
handle. Second, functional adaptation is a more intensive and diﬃcult process requiring improvements in domain-speciﬁc
NLP and leveraging medical resources.
It is important to note that a Watson-based clinical decision support system will have very different requirements than
the Watson system that competed in Jeopardy! Watson’s task in Jeopardy! was to generate a single correct answer in response to a question and to buzz in with that answer if the answer’s conﬁdence estimate exceeded a dynamically computed
threshold. Watson did this by generating a set of candidate answers (hypotheses) and then collecting and scoring evidence
for each answer. The hypothesis with the most compelling evidence was selected as the best answer. In effect, the hypotheses competed within the evidence space. Watson will continue to use this paradigm in clinical decision support. But, in
clinical decision support, Watson’s task will be to assist healthcare practitioners in evaluating a set of hypotheses. The focus
will shift from getting the right answer in the top position to producing a set of likely hypotheses backed by high-quality
evidence. The system will help caregivers overcome the cognitive challenges they face by enabling them to interact with
comparative evidence proﬁles and with the evidence to secure more informed decisions. The ability to easily explore evidence, and the quality of the evidence provided, are critically important as well. Our work using the Doctor’s Dilemma
question set is just a ﬁrst step in adapting Watson to the medical domain. Ultimately, Watson’s success will be based on its
ability to integrate effectively into clinical workﬂow, to improve quality of care, and to reduce costs.
9. Conclusion
Improving diagnostic and treatment accuracy can directly impact the quality of care in patients as well as reduce the
overall cost incurred by our healthcare systems. DeepQA deﬁnes a powerful new architecture for structuring and reasoning
over unstructured natural language content and provides a foundation for developing decision support systems that can
address many of the cognitive challenges clinicians face, as well as address some of the weaknesses of prior approaches. We
discuss our vision for applying it to extract, structure, and reason over natural language content found in medical textbooks,
encyclopedias, guidelines, electronic medical records, and many other sources. We suggest that this technology provides the
basis for a novel clinical decision support tool affording valuable assistance in differential diagnosis, exploration of evidence
that can justify or refute diagnoses, and mixed-initiative dialog to help clinicians employ evidence-based practice in their
daily workﬂow.
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